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Staff Writer

Despite having its funds frozen by the Student Senate two
weeks ago, the Harpoon is expecting to have its February issue out
on time, according to Editor Mike McFalL
McFall said private donations from students have allowed
publication of the monthly newsletter to go on this month without
delay.
ThcHarpoon is under invesdgationbytheSenate for allegedly
violating university publishing guidelines in its Jan. issue.
In die now-infamous edition, die humor newsletter claims it
had uncovered Grand Valley's plans to declare war on Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo, MI. On page four, the Harpoon
shows a “copy” of a letter allegedly sent by GVSU President
ArcndD. Lubbers to WMU President Diether Haenicke explaining
the reasons for the war.
The Student Senate did not find it humorous though, and
suspended the monthly publication’s funds at the last senate
meeting on Jan. 20.
The reason for the investigation is the Harpoon's use of the
GVSU letterhead and the forgery of Lubbers’ signature, according
to SenateVice-President o f Allocations Scott Goldberg.
McFall admits that the paper may have violated university
publishing guidelines but complained about the availability of the
official document covering that issue for student viewing.
“It is very difficult to get,” McFall said. “It was in the back of
someone's file upstairs (in the Kiikhof Center).”
The meaning of the letter has been understood by both Lubbers
and Haenicke as a joke, according to McFall.
Reports in the Western Herald, WMU’s student newspaper,
had Haenicke saying that he was amused by the letter and even
puzzled by the suspension of the Harpoon’s funds.
. “You can do damage, but I think everybody recognized the
letter as an attempt to be fum y,” he said in the Jan. 24 edition of
the Western Herald.
McFall said that the tfa/pcx*» is taking steps so that a situation
like this does not happen again.
“Our guidelines for parody o f any official document, letter,
logo or anything will make it obvioui this is a Harpoon parody,”
he
“We have not been told to do this, but we hope to
hove it in our by-laws by the next senate meeting.”
Senate PreridentLen VanPopering would not comment about
the investigation, saying only that the investigation will hopefully
be completed in time for the next senate meeting.

Education in China:
changing rapidly
r
^

_ by KatWeea Beatty— — —j

News Editor

J

In a recent presentation to faculty and students. Associate
Professor o f Education Don Pottorff compared and contrasted the
American educational system with that of the Peoples Republic of
China, at Kleiner Commons, on January 24.
Pottorff, who is the coordinator for Grand Valley's graduate
reading program, was the only educator from Michigan chosen to
take part in a cultural exchange to study the research and teaching
methods of Chinese educators. The trip, which lasted from
October 17 to November 3,1993, was made possible through the
Eisenhower Foundation’s People to People program.
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ing with a disability
by Daa Metre

Staff Writer
An empathy training program entitled, “I Challenge You to
Walk in My Shoes” was hield January 26,1994 in the Promenade
DeckattheKiAhofCenUr. The program, sponsored by Volunteer!
GVSUand project ABLE(Abilities Beyond Limited Expectations),
was designed to help students experience living with a disability.
Said Project ABLE founder G * y Bonn, “W e want to raise
awareness toward people with disabilities.”
In its second year, the program produced a large crowd of
Grand Valley State University students. It began with a panel of
six GVSU students who each have a disability, ranging from
deafness to cerebral palsy. They shared some of their experiences
in growing up and living with a disability.
Some spoke of the teasing, the stares, the criticism by their
peers, the self-contained classrooms, and life in an environment
that said "you are different" Some peers would tell the disabled
that they had no future.
One panel member discussed a situation in which she was
told by two ofher peers in elementary school that she had “no right
to be educated at the school because she made it look bad.” Most
said this was due to non-understanding, and that in college people
are more open and sometimes asked questions.
The panel group was very positive, alisaid they are lucky, and
"don’t think they have it that bad." They wanted to get across an
understanding, to promote awareness, and to work with students to
help them understand disabilities. Asking questions was also
encouraged.
Kevin Haranszak said, “We are not limited to what we do;
people think we are. D on't be afraid to come up and talk to us.'

T u n i Yeomans stated, “The only difference between you
and me is that you can see one of my challenges.”
Tami went on to say, “I think one of the biggest things we can
do as a community to help foster understanding is to help, and
protect, and develop the self-esteem of our children. If they have
respect for themselves and can defend themselves without adding
to the hostility that we already have, we are going to go a long
way.”
Upon the close of the panel discussion students dispersed to
various stations to experience a disability firsthand. Stations
included learning disabilities, physical disabilities, partial and
total visual impairment, and an obstacle course.
Some had to complete what most consider simple tasks: tying
a shoe, buttoning a shirt, or making a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich. All this was to be done with tape on the figures. Others
put on goggles thatsimulated cataracts or other partial impairments;
then had to pour a cup of water and compute a math problem on*
calculator.
Students also looked at what a dyslexic person sees on a
written piece of paper everyday. The obstacle course put students
in a wheelchair. They had to go through a door, get a cup of water,
and try to get up a curb. There was much frustration, and some just
wanted to give up during the simulations.
After going through this many came out with a different
understanding. Said Bryan Arnold, “I empathize with them; I am
thankful for the good health that I have.”
Felica Houston said of the program, “I'm glad that they are
doing this; it gives us an opportunity to find out how the disabled
are. I can now understand them better.”

Redefining radio: Inside W CKS
f

by Edwta L. Carpenter

Staff Writer

D on P ottorff
Professor o f Education
The Chinese Ministry o f Education, which announced their
plans to make significant educational reforms in the fall of 1994,
invited the delegation in expectation o£ acquiring information on
American educational curriculum, organization, and training, said
Pottorff.
“They were just eager to find out about our system and we
about theirs,” said Pottorff
The delegation of US educators visited 17 schools, from
primary to university level, in the cities of Beijing, Yangzhou,
Souzhou, and Shanghai. There, Pottorff learned that Chinese
students must attend classes five and a half days a week, but only
Please tee EDUCATION, p . 2

1 7

Grand Valley State University's radio station,
WCKS, is gearing up this semester with some new
programs in addition to continuing some of their
popular established programs.
“We added a lot of new programs,” said Mike
Petrowski, program director for WCKS. “We have a
Christian show which airs from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. on
Sunday mornings. We have a classical show which
airs from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday.”
Rounding out the Sunday lineup is the Black
Coffee Blues which airs Sunday evenings at 7 p jn .
“It’s a good show,” said Petrowski “The cafe
(Nuit) has it on. We play jazz. Muddy Waters, and
Tom Waits.”
“We have a world beat show — ‘Music From
Around The World’,” Petrowski continued. “It airs
Monday nights from 9 p.m. to 10 pjn.. We have a jazz i^ in g a art rte masun of all they survey as the Executnt
Please see WCKS, p. 2 Boardfor WCKS.

EDUCATION,
from p.l

private counseling, developing closer
teacher-student
relationships,
nine yean of compulsory education is Teachers also take die discipline and
required.
learning problems o f their students
In Chins, ssidPottorff, education more personally.
is very dogmatic. A ll students
‘Teachers are urged to look at
throughout the county must study the themselves critically when their
samesubjectsandstudytheexactsame students misbehave or fall behind,”
books. Teachers, who are almost said Pottorff.
exclusively high school graduates,
Pottorff also commented on one
mustfollowthe same teaching methods o f the increasingly troublesom e
and work in teams to coordinate lesson problem s in today's Chinese
plans. ■..
classrooms — violence. Educators
Reforms are on the way, though. and parents complain that the violence
Parents in China complain that their in American television programs, of
children spend too much time in achool which they receive more and more as
o r on school work. Government China takes on a more capitalistic
officials also hope to incorporate more ideology, is changing the behavior of
modem technology into the schools’ their children for the worse.
classroom s. C urrently, Chinese
On the whole, Pottorff who has
students rarely, if ever, get to touch a spent more than 10 years teaching in
computer.
Korea, Okinowa, and the Philippines,
Perhaps one o f the best aspects said he developed a “whole new
o f the Chinese educational system is understanding” of the cultural and
that teachers are able to devote more educational systems o f China.
time to each student in the form of
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Emergency telephones to
be installed on campus
a
^ ----
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a traditional-style emergencyphone,
wires and alL However, the proposal
was put on hold while Cofer
attended a conference at Michigan
State University on the use of
cellular phones for this purpose.
Thecellular phones atecheaper
to install and easier to use,” Cofer
said. “And they are much more
energy efficient”
With cellular phones, there are
no wires to install, which means no
trenching or electrical expenses.
W hen C ofer took
th is
information to the senate, the
original proposal was amended,
calling for the cellular phones. Now
the proposal moves on to Assistant
V ice . P resident o f C am pus
Operations Terry Sack for funding^

by Greg Reed.
Staff Writer

The Student Senatehas accepted
a proposal that w ill equip the
Allendale campus with emergency
telephones.
“Hopefully, they’ll be in use by
the start of next year, maybe even
the end of this year," said former
student senator Holly Cofer, now
working for the Volunteer Center.
The phones will be placed on
the outside of buildings around
cam pus, and w ill be easily
accessible stall times. The proposal
is for fourteen phones, bin Cofer
noted that there is a possibility of
more phones being added to the list
The original proposal called for

show which airs Tuesday nights from
9 p.m. to 10 p m .”
Petrowski spoke with enthusiasm
about an organizations show which
airsevery Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 8
pijn.
Another program of note airing on
WCKS, cable station channel 7, is a
political show entitled “What’s Left,”
which is directed by Sophomore James
Class. The program deals with current
political events world-wide.
“Our general programming is
alternating currents,” Piotrow ski
concluded. “I don’t like the word
alternative because everyone uses i t
We offer college rode with blocks of
blues, jazz, and reggae.”
Organizations interested in the
Guest Organization show, which airs
Wednesday evenings, are encouraged
to call WCKS at 895-2356.
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Z enith Rep here e v e ry other F rid ay startin g 1-14-94 fro m 10am - 2pm,
A p p le Rep e v e ry W ednesday fro m 12 - 3
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M a n i t o u

H a l l

8 9 5 - 2 1 3 0

Dearest Hillary,
Thanks so much for helping me be
President this year. I now find
myself having more time to pursue
other interests.
All my love, Bill

JeffG:
Now that you’re in trouble, I don’t
think we should see eachother any
more. Tough break. See you in 3-5
years? Tonya H.
Dearest Susan,
I need to see you desperately!
How ‘bout I “jog” on over
tonight? And can I wear the black
nightie again?
Bill__________________________

John,
Just wanted to make sure there were
no hard feelings. Lotena
HeyGVSU!

I mean it - you’d better put that
Classified in... Only $2.50 for
25words! Chris

C I ‘1 \S 0 1 U < I )
Howard Stem

Hey baby, look...
I think this whole thing has been
blown way out of proportion.
Why don’t you let me buy you a
few drinks, then we can head on
up to my place and... talk about
it. I’ll even let you read my
diary if you’re a good girl.
Sen. Bob Packwood

Dearest Gennifer,
So sorry about the little
misunderstanding. Can we get
together soon? Same time, same
place. Watch for the troopers. Bill
Dear Professor Sampson,
Just wanted to let you know how
much I truly enjoy your art history
class. I find it a refreshing and
intellectually stimulating synopsis
of aesthetic trends during this
century, as well as a critique of
both the formal and informal
elements present in various genres
of artistic expression. It’s the best!
An admiring student
Put an ad in The Lanthom’s Love
Classifieds, or I’ll slash your tires,
hunt down your firstborn, and tell
ybur boyfriend that I have been
your secret love slave. I mean
business. Chris
Seeking attractive individual,
male or female, to share wild and
wonderful marriage with us.
Call Tom or Roseanne
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To The Lanthom staff,
You guys are the greatest! All your
hard work and dedication is really
paying off - everyone is reading
your paper! It looks spectacular!
Keep it up!
From The Lanthom staff
Dearest Jane,
Last night was incredible - that
thing you do with the saxophone is
amazing! See you tonight. I’ll
bring the Big Macs.
Bill
Dearest Bill,
I know what you’re up to, and
you’d better get your butt home
NOW!!! Remember the Bobbitts?
Hillary

February is Career month at GVSU
r
—

byShanaR
Staff Writer

3

U nlesi you already have an
attractive job offer waiting for you
after graduation, read this article.
A college degree may not
guarantee you beneficial employment,
but February is Career Development
Month at GVSU and may guarantee
you a better chance at a rewarding
career.
Counselor John Zaugra is inviting
all students to visit GVSU’s Career
Planning and Counseling Center in
Room 152 of the Commons to take
advantage o f its services and the
opportunities its counselors will offer
them during Career Month.
In addition to graduating seniors,
career activities are planned for
returning adult learners, impaired
learners and those seeking enrollment
in graduate or professional-training
programs.
The Center employs five full-time
counselors, as well as four graduate
students, who are “always willing to

help.
February is a month o f
career-development activities designed
to help in selecting a major, making
career decisions and planning, and
implementing career goals,” Zaugra
said.
Z augra urges everyone to
participate in Career Month, because
“it provides the perfect opportunity—
if you take advantage of the activities—
to think about what you’re doing here
atGVSU and to develop career plans.”
One tool used is the development
o f a “career portfolio.” This portfolio
documents the classwork, lifetime
experiences, co-ops, internships and
all other career-related information of
a student, and puts it together into an
attractive package.
Zaugra sums it up this way. “The
career portfolio answers who I am,
what I’m doing, how I’m doing it, and
where I’m going.”
There areavariety of skills, interest
and personality tests that can be used
as a starting point for students with
questions concerning their career goals.
Some other activities planned

during Career month include a Career
Writing Contest and Resume Writing
Blitz.
The writing contest will award gift
certificates to the three best answers to
the following question: “What factors
did you consider in choosing your
tentative college major/career path?”
Responses must be typed and are due
by Feb. 11, 1994, in Room 152
Commons.
The blitz will take place in Room
212 o f Manitou Hall from noon until 5
p jn . on Feb. 10. Counselors will help
students both write their resumes and
save them on disk so that they can be
easily expanded on.
For adult learners, there will be a
special program on Saturday, Feb. 12
from 10 a.m. until noon in Room 152
Commons. Fliers promoting theevents
will be posted throughout campus with
exact times and locations.
For more information, stop by the
Career Services Office in the Commons
or call895-3311. The Career Planning
and Counseling Center can be reached
at 895-3266.

Police
i
l \t
C .— by DJ . M kcbd
^
Staff Writer
Week Ending 1/24/94
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Robbery
Assault
Larceny
Warrant Arrest
Attempting to Elude a Police Officer
Malicious Destruction of Property
Indecent Exposure
Traffic Accidents
Drug-Related Offenses
OUIUDWI
Minor in Possession
Transporting Open Intoxicants
Hit and Run
Driving While License Suspended
Restricted License
Harrasing/Obscene Phone Calls
Campus Trespass
Suspicious Incidents
Speeding/Other Traffic Offenses
Juvenile Offenses
Attempted Suicide
Medical Emergencies
Total Offenses/Situations Handled

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
11
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i
21

FACTS ABOUT DRINKING

Month
Feb 2—M1CHRIE: HospitaHty/Tourism Management
••,y l ^ l'-'''C iBe e rQ p iz D a y -4 . /;?:•
Feb 7—Career Writing Con test
Feb 10—-Resume Writing Blitz
' Feb 12—*eturni»s AdufrLeamere Day .

- F ^ 16—-Hispeiuc Career Q t y i ,

t

Feb 18—I n t e r n a t i ^ r i J ^ ^ Day (Seidman School of Business)
W » 2 1 ~ B a l u w c j^
;
! I F ^ 2 5 | i i i P i R b i ^ g Semuiaw/Woikshope AND:
MBEC; Career Plaining/Expioration
Feb 24—Guerrilla Tactics; Job interviewing
Feb 25—-Careers and Learning Impairments

1. The amount o f alcohol
consumed by college students
annually is enough to fill 3,500
Olympic sized swimming pools—
roughly one for every college and
university in this country.
2. 240,000 to 360,000 of the
current college student body will
eventually die o f alcohol related
causes, comparable to theentire
graduate body o f the Big Ten
dropping dead.
3. Student drinking is the
number one health problem on the
Nation's college and university
campuses.
4. Alcohol consumption can
cause breast enlargement in men
and menstrual disturbances, loss
o f secondary sex characteristics,
and infertility in women.

Think before you drink!

New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm
Starting March 29
P lease phone 2 4 1 -6 3 3 5 for m ore inform ation
about life saving plasm a donations

Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. D iv isio n (C om er o f Burton)

New Plasma Donors will need
legal picture ID and social
security card if address on ID is
not current. Please brigg
evidence of current residence.

Donors are compensated for
there time, $15.00 your first
donation and $17.00 for
your second donation in the
same week.

W e H f]P R e c y c le Life !

BOOKSTORE

Total*
0
0
1
2
0
0
2
1
13
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
1
1
2
36

Winter at
questions for the administration

Suprem e C ourt ruling
significant in abortion debate
Entertainment Editor

~ )
C
The Supreme Court issued a decision last week that is sure to spark
renewed energy among angry anti-abortion activists and rejuvenate prochoioe activists who faced setback upon setback due to the Reagan and Bush
stoking o f the high court with conservative choices.
In an unanimous decision, the Court decided that the Racketeer Influenced
andCorruptOrganization Act-RICO -applies to any organization which is
engaged in unlawful activity. A profit motive is no longer requited to fall
under the jurisdiction o f this law. Also, under RICO, if the lawsuit is
successful, damages will be awarded in triple the amount
For the pro-choice groups and NOW (the National Organization of
Women) this is a large and significant victory. Abortion d in k s, personnel
and clients have been largely unprotected front militant sitti-abortion groups.
While the majority may profess to be non-violent anti-abortion activities of
late have included blockades and bombings. Doctors who preform abortions
have also been targets o f violence: one was even murdered.
The exact perimeters of the law are not yet clear. Anti-abortion
supporters declare it to be an infringement of First Amendment rights and
warn that it can be used against other groups, such as environmentalists, as
well. Pro-choice groups say that it will only affect those groups engaged in
illegal activities. It will be to the lower courts and the Supreme Court to
clarify exactly what this law will encompass.

Flag conflict detracts African-American
leaders from more important tasks
f

by AAlaaP.
ha P- Babbitt
.by
Babbitt‘ Staff Writer "

The Super Bowl last Sunday
unfortunately showed how misaligned
some African-American leaders’
priorities are when it comes to trying to
solve the hideous problem of racism.
The protestof Georgia's use o f the
confederate symbol in their state flag
proves how little these leaders intend
on improving die economic and social
condition of the people they “claim” to
represent
Instead they would rather complain
about how apiece of cloth is holding
A frican-A m ericans back from
prosperity in the “white man's world.”
This is ju st another sad c u e o f
symbolism over substance.
I am not arguing that the

confederate flag does not have a
checkered past. Perhaps only the Nazi
swastika and abuming cross have been
more associated with hatred at a certain
time in our nation’s history.
My problem with their protest is
that it will not do anything to promote
peace among races or help AfricanAmericans improve their lives.
On the contrary, their public
display of anger will only bring about
more disharmony and further fragment
our country into particular groups of
people. Do we really want to re-travel
the road of segregation?
If these leaden would channel
their efforts into more positive avenues,
perhaps, as the now well-known
Rodney King begged during the L.A.
riots, we could all start getting along.

PUmta tat FLAG,f . 5

Why is it so important that GVSU
not close when commuters (most
students and virtually all the staff)
encounter treacheroua travel
conditions?
Is it because “pubescent” brains in
the dorms may suffer from “Cabin
Fever” and riot became they do not
have anything to do?
Is it because students need to keep
learning a real world skill (always
showing up for work) when they
becom e a cog in our industrial
civilization?
Is it because the GVSU professors
have such essential information to
communicate to their students that it
can’tw ait until the n ex tclu s period or
be communicated via handout?
Why are the walkways so poorly
maintainedduring the winter atGVSU?
There is no excuse for such a poorly
m anaged “com m ons.”
The
administration needs to purchase
several snowblowers and small tractor
snowplows in addition to a dozen
shovels. The administration needs to
employ a workforce of students who
are oh call to deal with these almost
daily/hourly safety crises during the
winter. The administrators who reside
in the Zumbeig “bunker” need to get
outside and walk across campus on
bad weather days so that they know
w hat students and staff are
experiencing. Those of us who prefer
the classroom to shuffling papers in an
administrative bunker would like to
see proof that GVSU administrators
really care about students and staff. It
is not that difficult to devise and cany
out an effective polity for clearing the
sidewalks on campus. There is no
reason why such an important policy
change would not be implemented by
Valentine’s Day of 1994. This would
beaconcrete way for the administration
to demonstrate just how much they

care about the students* staff and
visitors who attempt to travel by foot
on campus during the winter months.

Carl Jay Ba(ema

Supplemental: proposed new chapter for
next edition of the GVSU student handbook
W INTER
SAFETY
EQUIPM ENT REQUIRED FOR
FIGHTING THE ANNUAL “COLD
WAR” IN WEST MICHIGAN
(1) One motorcycle helmet to
protect the intellectual part o f your
body when it gets rotated 180 degrees
on the slick ice covering GVSU’s
sidewalks.
«
(2) Ski poles to help prevent the
above mentioned dangerous body
rotation in space and to help navigate
forw ard w hile m aintaining the
appropriate
three-dim ensional
orientation.
(3) Wooden clogs with numerous
nail driven through them that you can
strap to your shoes/boots. When you
wear these clogs (with the nails pointed
downward) you will be less likely to
fall and more likely to get to your class
on time when faced with “natural” ice
(“natural” ice is ice unaltered by
humans, w hkh is about the only kind
we ever encounter on the walkways at
GVSU).

(4) Wading boots so that you do
not drown your shoes in the numerous
ponds that cover GVSU walkways
during the thaw.
TTie following piece o f defensive
equipm ent is essential fo r any
commuter who is afraid lo miss a class
during a snow/kx storm or before the
roads have been “cleared.”
(5) One Patton, Sham an or any
other tank to break through snowdrifts,
to navigate across long stretches of
slick ice and to forge flooded low spots
on the roads to and from GVSU. (These
vehicles should be available from your
local arms dealer or army surplus store
particularly since the Cold War in
Europe is o v a).
Tlte above safety equipment should
be considered standard. New students
should be instructed to purchase these
personal health and safety items before
T hanksgiving u n til the GVSU
administrators in Zumberge “Bunker”
develop b e tta defensive strategies for
coping with the annual “cold war” in
west Michigan.
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Letters to the

THf flOCKfntS*
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STAR

SUSAN ANTON
II
Presented by The B roadw ay Theatre G uild

FEB. 2-6 AT DEVOS HALL
Tickets: $12, $32.50, $37.50 - W ed., 8 pm;
Thur., 2 A 8 pm ; Sat., 2 pm ; Sun, 3 & 7:30 pm .
$15, $35, $40 for Frt. & Sat., 8 pm .
STUDENT TICKETS: $ 10 DAY OF THE SHOWI

Tickets available in
person at the Stage
[Door in Breton Village,
|The Grand Center Box
O ffice or any
[TicketMaster outlet. To
I charge by phone c a l
TkketM aster at
456- 3333.

U S A ir

CSAIr licyfe, Miihto*

Tlit official airline
of The HnmHwuy
Theatre (iuild

United Parcel Service

Delt Sigs unempathetic
On January 22, the Greeks b*d
their Panhellic Rush thing. It took
place in the Promenade deck, 3rd floor
Kirkhof. I was working in the Games'
Hatch, in the basement during this
time. I have a broken ankle and am on
crutches. When my shift was o v a, I
tried to use the elevator to leave. It was
locked on the third flow. I found out
la ta the Delt Sigs w a e keeping the
elevator on the top floor for the entirety
of their yahoo function. I had to take
the stairs. They were w et It sucked.
W hatl find most distressing is that
earlier in the evening the ENTIRE
fraternity was playing pool in the
Games Hatch. Three of them aakerf
me how I broke my ankle. Only ten
minutes la ta they locked the elevator .
I know most people don’t have a Urge
attention span, but I can’t believe that
as a group the Delt Sigs are this selfabsorbed. What if someone that

couldn’t manage the stairs was in
Kirkhof that night? I know that the
Greeks RUN the place, but could they
at least leave the elevator for us GDI
little people?

Susie Fanslow

An open letter to
the administration
Speaking for myself and many of
the other commuting students that
attend Grand Valley, I just wanted to
say a big “thank you” to the powers
here atGVSU for reminding us of the
importance of education at any cost
Please.. .
The student body of GVSU is
composed of 13,384 students, 4.259
of w hkh live e ith a directly o n campus,
a within what the Univoaity considers
to be on-campus (within walking
distance to class, including Grand
Valley Apts, etc.)

P la ta taa LETTER, p.S
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Canceling classes: what w ill it take?
-------------

■LyuMNc A.Taas_

■y

' Atmosphere Editor-

the morning of the 28th than in the
afternoon.
Allen Wygant, director o f Public
Safety Services, said that conditions
are monitored throughout the night
and day. The complete closing process
is printed in Issue 17 of TheLanthorn.
Two people in one of my classes
drive from Hamilton everyday. Ittook
them over an hour at a slow rate of
speed just to make it in time for a class
at 8 a.m. on Jan. 28. The trip usually
takes 40 minutes.
Another friend totaled his car on
the Grand River bridge driving to a 4
p jn . class only to find out that it had

What will it take before Grand
Valley Stale Univenity decider to
cancel classes due to advene weather
conditions?
There are 12£73 students enrolled
at GVSU according to the Records
Office. O f those, approximately 1,800
live on-campus. The Housing Office
defines on-campus as: the dorms, living
centers, and the Ravines. That leaves
around 10,473 commuting students.
In addition, there are 830full-time
faculty and staff, 34 part-time, and 67 LETTER,
visiting.
from pA
The safety o f the GVSU
Therestofus areco mmutOT. Some
community should take top priority.
from as near as Allendale, but a great
Almost all education facilities in many of us from Grand Rapids and the
West Michigan were closed onJan. 27 surrounding communities.
and 28, due to icy roadways. Even
Rest easy, I ’ll do the math for you.
Woodland Mall in Grand Rapids was S ixty-eight (percent) o f this
closed!
institution is attended by commuting
GVSU closed at4p.m . on the 27th students.
and then closed again at noon on the
According to GRAIL (The Grand
28th. H ie road conditions were worse Rapids Area Information Line), the
service which reports school closings,
FLAG,
official statements etc. to local media
from p. 4 ------------------------------------ services; as o f Friday morning, 264
There are many serious problems closing/cancellations were reported
that the African-American community, (the vast majority o f which were
along with everyone else in die United educational institutions). We were,
States, must be prepared to deal with. obviously, not amongst those listed.
The disappearance of a basic value
While I know of no official road
system heads the list H ie loss of morals closings by the county departments,
can be attributed to the increase in
violent crime, marital infidelity and
juvenile delinquency in my opinion.
No one respects each other’s
property any more, whether it be
material goods, ideas or a person's
body.
Some African-American leaders
seem benton keeping their constituents
from believing they could can do
anything to make their lives better.
Guiding blacks into government
dependency and a victim-entitlement
mentality, as Denver radio talk show
boat Ken Hamblin - who is black - says
members of the black establishment
leadership are doing will accomplish
absolutely nothing. Except maybekeep
African-Americans from becoming
articulate and independent thinkers.
Hmm...
The question to ask about the
protest o f the use of the confederate
symbol in Georgia’s state flag is, if
successful, what has it done to improve
the condition of the African-American
community? Has it created more jobs?
Raised thestandardof living? Educated
more young black people?
The answer is clearly no. It is just
another sad case of symbolism over
substance.

b e e n a ^ w o n j « 27.
I!rii sure there were several others
who experienced being in the ditch,
fender benders, slow driving, and other
car troubles.
Individual professors canceling
classes also adds to the confusion. It is
difficult to call ahead because so many
people are trying to get through. Simply
making aphone list at the beginning of
the winter semester would alleviate
the confusion of this.
Parking lots and walkways are
other areas o f concern. It was just as
treacherous walking as it was driving.
It must have been a real challenge for
those with disabilities to get around.

most of the area police recommended
“staying indoors and avoiding road
travel unless absolutely necessary”.
I’m paraphrasing, but you get the
idea.
I was one of the many students
who made the dangerous drive from
Grand Rapids those days to attend my
classes (attendance in all o f my classes
is mandatory). My usual 25 minute
drive took 45 minutes, and as I saw
many of my fellow commuters’ cars in
ditches and along the roadside I
wondered what the hell I was doing.
To the faculty:
To theprofs with the“lflcan make
it to class, You can as w eir attitude:
sorry folks, if you jumped off abridge,
I wouldn’t

* '
I can say that I appreciate the bus
saryioeGVSUprovides from Allendale
to Grand Rapids. It’s a matter of
convenience during the winter months.
Education is important to me, but
so is seeing my 21st birthday. lvalue
my life more than I value one day of
learning.
I wonder what will have to happen
before the administrators decide thatit
is too dangerous to be driving and
walking in these conditions? I hope
they they decide before something
really serious happens.
In the future, I hope GVSU’s
decision-makers become wiser.

To the profs who took the time to
call their students, cancel classes, or
who were lenient and understanding
to the students who chose not to risk
their lives for a couple hours of class;
I sincerely applaud you.
GVSU Administration, please get
a clue. As students attending this
University, we are paying a great deal
of money to be educated. We are no
longer eighth-graders siting by the
radio on a snowy morning waiting for
a “snow-day” to be called. We all
understand that aquality education is
important. Butitdoesn’tdousaw hole
lot of good if we aren’t around to use it.
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and sororities

Inside GVSU
sororities that.
The
bid if they
member. A
As students enter college and begin than one firi
to establish themselves, theyofien join his or her
fraternities or sororities. Why? What out. If the student
makes these organizations so popular? or she will not be able
Are they really like the fraternities student is interested in only one
portrayed in movies such as Animal fraternity/sorority, he or she can
House or are they something different? “suicide it,” in which that person only
These are just a few o f the questions rushes one fraternity/sorority.
that probably occur to most students. option is not recommended
In an attempt to rind answers to these getting into the fraternity or
questions, I interviewed Brandon can be difficult If a student is
Solo do, former President of the Delta enough to receive a bid or bids,
Sigma Phi fraternity, and a member she then decides which bid to
from the DeltaZeta sorority who wishes and announces his or decision. Now,
to remain anonymous (she will be only one choice can be made because
referred to as Mary).
a student may not join more than one
Both Brandon and Mary stated fraternity/sorority. Also, once a
sim ilar reasons for joining their member o f a fraternity or sorority,
respective oiganizatioris. ■They both always a member of a fraternity or
like the brotherhood/sisterhood of the sorority, even after graduation.
organizations and the opportunity to
Once a student becomes a member,
meet new people.
he or she must go through initiation.
Mary said "It being my first Brandon said that he went through
semester here, I wanted to meet as about 8 weeks of initiation. During
many people u I could. I thought it that time, he was able to meet his
would be something I’d like to try.”
fellow brothers and leam the secret
After someone wants to join, what knock and handshake. Mary said that
comes next? Well, interested students she went through a similar initiation
must “rush” and talk to fraternities or process with the exception that it was
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regulations, and n ot have kegs.
Brandon also stated that joining a
fraternity or sorority does not mean
very formal, private, and only lasted 6 bills to the national organization, and that you are buying your friends.
»(althnuriitcan last as long as an insurance premium. Delta Sigma Anyone who believes that stereotype
carries $2^00 worth o f liability w u “born out o f ignorance,” as
lUn
In addition to fee*, Brandon Brandon put it.
mst maintain at least a 2.3 GJ* A . and
Unfortunately, both Brandon and
meetings regularly. Members Mary did say that alcohol is present at
Sigma Phi are not allowed to meetings and parties. DeltaSigmaPhi
or do any otherillegal activity has what is called VFW nights which
if caught doing so, they will be sre the heavy drinking parties and quite
Mary stated that 1
tiled. The offending m em bers) popular. They also have non-drinking
drink, smoke, swear, or chew gum 7
She must attend 3 or more mandatory will also have to deal with die school parties which ire not quite so popular.
If you listen to any fraternity or
s per week. If she fails to show and their policies regarding illegal
la meeting, a fine will be imposed. activity. Unfortunately, the school is sorority member talk about his or her
o f any illegal activity unless organization, fellow members are
She must pay monthly dues which ate
always referred to as brothers or sisters.
very h ig h T M ld fc members, but
caught in the a c t
ity doesn't really When asked why this is so, Mary said,
a g j B n V a t ’s happening. They “They’re always there like a sister or
tk n d B i^ V * it happens,” replied brother.”
Brandon replied with a similar
note to keep in
thel
ity or sorority answer and also stated that being a
o f its members have at least's 25
G.P.A. and have a specified number of member is not allosTH to resign his or brother is a “title o f respect”
Joining a fraternity or sorority
study hours per week. If these standards her membership.
When asked about how true typical requires lots o f time and dedication.
are n o tillM ip t member s^ b cp laced
tereotypes are, Mary and Brandon Both Brandon and Mary believe that
o n p ro b eri^M d will not mVlowi
joining their respective organizations
hold a c h a ^ B a ch Delta
had similar answers.
must r e c o r ^ k study
It isn’t anything like it was one of the best things they oould
have done. They also said that it gave
is __ " __
house; t h e ^ f c e r the
average,
replied “The stereotype them an opportunity to become
sense that everyone gets involved with college life.
required.
Mary finished her interview by
stupid things.”
Brandon follows si
iwever, het&dsay that the stereotype saying that she "will never regret being
in Delta Sigma Phi. Like Maty, he i
also required to pay dues whichpayfor
in the sense that the fraternity in the sorority.”
things such as the homecoming float, m ust follow bylaw s, school

Video Majors receive hig
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M elissa Bouwm an and Kim
Roberts, two students in the artprogram
at Grand Valley won certificates of
merit last November at the Video
Tusculum Festival in Greenville,
Tennessee.
The festival, held at Tusculum
College, w u a national competition
for film and video majors across the
United States. Bouwman and Roberts
were the only two participants from
Michigan.
Bouwman won her award for a

Tusculum Video Festival winners Kim Roberts and

Photo by Kathleen Batty

computer animation called, “Through
the Magnifying Glass.”
This animation takes you on the
journey of an insect scientist who
follows the very long life of the
Anthrofly from the time it hatches.
At the conclusion of the video, the
scientist looks through a magnifying
glass to observe the Anthrofly in a
ritual where it sings to attract a life
long mate. But when he decides to
glance away from the microscope, the
sun reflects through foe glass and kills
the insect.
“It’s kind of ironically tragic how
the scientistfollows the bug aroundfor
a number of years and then kills it at
the end,” Bouwman said. “He w u
really closely observing the bug all the
rime, and it sort of suffocated their
relationship.”

Roberts won her award for her
video titled, “Deliver Us From Evil.”
Through music and images, her
video presentation focuses on the way
gender and sexual biases are interpreted
from a religious aspect.
“It is actually exploring the
church,” Roberts said.
Roberts wasabletocreateher work
from time she spent in Europe. She
used home movies from when she w u
a child to create images of first
communion and baptism. The other
images from Europe were created with
recentfootageof churches andaitwork.
These images were combined with
interviews of leaders from the Christian
Reconstnicrionists and the Christian
Fundamentalists.
The tw o also won awards at
Festival'93 in GrandRapids last spring.
Bouwman won first place in the
multimedia category, andRoberts won
in the movie/art category.

GVSU students split on
Fieldhouse changes
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Have you heard thelateston the
Fieldhouse? You haven’t? Well,
starting in April of this year, the
Fieldhouse is slated for major
expansion. For more information
concerning actual details of the
project, p leu e consult the January
12, 1994 issue of The Lanthom.
With all of the hype surrounding
the Fieldhouse lately. The Lanthom
staff wanted to take this opportunity
to shift the spotlight over to the
students in order to see how they
really feel about the project that
Student Senate is beaming about.
After all, every Grand Valley
student is helping to fund the project
through their facilities fee.
Grand Valley students seem to
be evenly split in whether they are
for or against the project While
talking with these students, some
excellent ideas arose from both
viewpoints that deserve some
consideration. So, if anyone from
the Recreational Facilities Planning
Committee is reading this article,
please consider the following ideas
from both points of view before
making final preparations.

As one might expect, most of
the students that seem to be all for
the expansion project use the
Fieldhouse quite often.
Rob Foster, a member of Grand
V alley’s crew team, was very
excited over the project and believes
that the addition can’t come soon
enough.
Amanda Cory, a sophomore at
Grand Valley, says, “I know how
hard it can be if you want to do some
running while trying to dodge
basketballs.”
Some students who are for the
project do express some concern.
For instance, Richard Damstra, a
sophomore at Grand Valley, states,
“They should also remember people
who don’t lift weights and play
basketball. They should have
something for everyone and notjust
for basketball and football players.
On the flip side of the coin,
some students fail to see the
reasoning b ehind such an
extravagant investment.
Karen Zaremba, a sophomore
at Grand Valley, says “I never use
the Fieldhouse, so why should 1
have to pay for those who do? I
think that if they want to expand the
Fieldhouse, there should be some

Plmua see FIELDHOUSE, p 7 \
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Alcohol consumption and its
consequences affect many college
students and is a major issue on this
campus which needs to be addressed.
The consumption; and abuse of
alcohol is the biggest problem on our
nation's college campuses. Students
spend more moneyon alcohol than for
books each year. An alcohol-related
problem strikes one in every four
Americans.
A study performed two yean ago
concludes that 41 percent o f Grand
Valley's students have driven in a car
under the influence, compared to only
35 peroent at other univenities.
“I think that because o f the way
our culture and our society accepts
alcohollhatit’sabigger problem, “says
Pam Hatchet, assistant director o f
health, recreation, and wellness. “lam
notopposed at all to people drinking, I
just wish people would be responsible
when they do.”
Hatchet alsofeels that the negative
aspects o f drinking alcohol need to be
addressed. Advertising today is
specially marketed tow ard young
people. It tells these impressionable
minds that drinking alcohol is what
everyone does and it is always a fun
andpositiveexperience. Commercials
are centered on the focus o f popularity

toward the opposite sex. They are
saying that all the members o f th e
opposite sex will be attracted to you
and like you. All of these messages are
interpreted sod passed on to consumers,
especially the younger adults.
As many as 360,000 students
currently enrolled in college will
eventually die from alcohol next year.
An average student consumes 34
gallons o f alcoholic beverages each
year.
“I thinkthe solution to the problem
is responsibility...,’’ says W ayne
Kinzie, senior counselor and clinical
supervisor in the Counseling Center.
“Ninety percent of all the people who
drink can make derisions that will
enable them to drink aensibiy and to
not engage in behaviors that we risky.,
but they fail to make the correct
decisions regardless o f th at"
Drinking and driving is probably
the one behavior which is the result of
drinking alcohol that brings more
students to the Counseling Center for
help than any other problem.
Solving this enormous problem is
going to take much more than just
campus security or die police trying to
put a damper on all the chaos. If more
people concerned about the effects of
alcohol and reducing its problems
joined together to get rid o f the chaos,
we could have a chance at solving the
issue. This probably will not happen
because of the way alcohol is accepted

Habitat for Humanity
starts up on campus
r

b j Greg Reed
Staff Writer :
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Need a building block for your
career? You're in luck. Volunteer!
GVSU is trying to form a Habitat for
Humanity Chapter at Grand Valley,
and they need volunteers.
Habitat for Humanity is a national
organization thatbuilds homes for lowincome families. The next meeting is
this Thursday at 9 p.m. in thePortside
Room o f the Kjpkhof Center.
Originally founded in Atlanta,
Georgia, the organization has 1,000
chapters nationwide.Thefour Habitat
Chapters in our area are the Kent
County Chapter, Lakeshote Chapter
in Holland, Muskegon Chapter, and
the Tri-Cities Chapter in Grand Haven.
Associate Director of Student Life
Jay Cooper said that the Kent County
Chapter has built 33 houses for
families. He added that they have 12
slated for 1994.
So far, the GVSU Chapter is still
in the early stages of development
“W e’ve been trying to gauge
studentinterest” saidJason Kalis, staff
assistant at Volunteer! GVSU. He
added that support has been pretty
good, with about 15 people at the first
meeting; however, more support is

'FIELDHOUSE,
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type of course fee for those who have
classes over there.”
A similar statement comes from
Zack Kurmis who says “I see and
appreciate the need for more exercise
facilities, but I think $4.8 million is a
little expensive.” Some students that
I talked to think that there are more
important priorities to attend to first
Colleen Foley, a freshman, states
“I don’treally have a problem with i t
but I think there are too many other
^.things that need to be done such as

needed.
Although Cooper and Kalis have
been organizing toe program in its
early stages of development they are
looking for student volunteers to run
toe program.
“We’re looking for students to step
forward and take on leadership of the
program," Cooper said.
Kalis pointed out that the program
is not only beneficial for the
com m unity, but for the student
volunteers as well.
“The program allows students to
m ake ties in toe (architecture)
business,” Kalis said. “It also provides
the opportunity for students to findout
if architecture is for them."
A ccording to C ooper, some
tentative project dates have been set
for Feb. 18 A 19 and for the weekend
of the 25th & 26th. Cooper stressed
that the dates were tentative.
“The construction schedule is
really dependent on the weather,
volunteers, and contributions,” !* said.
The program’s main goal is to form
a chapter that is part of the GVSU
Steering Committee.
“Our long-range goal is to raise
$16,000tobuildourownGrandValley
house,” Cooper said.
elevators for the handicapped students
in Ij»lre Michigan Hall.”
Finally, an anonymous source
believes tori toe money should be
spent on opening more sections of
hard-to-get-into classes and the
remodeling of classrooms instead of
the Fieldhouse.
With all of these excellent ideas,
it's extremely difficult to decide
w hich problem to tackle first,
especially when dealing with the
general public. All anyone can do is
prioritize and hope that everything
turns out for the best _____

The Week Ahead
Q Thursday, F ebruary 3 - 4:30 pun. Student S c u te meeting, Kirkhof Center
7 3 0 p.m. Speaker. J ob Bakom be, Ph.D., biologist from Humane
Society o f the United States. He will speak on the needless useof animals
in higher education. Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center.

Q Wednesday, February 9 - ------------7.00 pun. S erior From . Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center.________

by not only college students, but the
American public as well. We have the
ability to wipe out this problem if we
so desire. .
Alcohol is readily acceptable in
our society; itis the nonn. This is what
makes it especially scary and deadly.
If you cannot realize a problem when
confronted by it, the chances of solving
it are impossible.
“I’m not sure that I would agree
100 percent that it is toe university’s
responsibility at all to do anything
about students who use alcohol,” says
Kinzie. .
The university is doing us a favor

by providing services and paying
professionals to be available for
students who may seekassiatance. This
is not a requirement of this institution, problem s o r any other personal
but a courtesy.We should feel lucky to dilemmas.
Professionals in the Health and
have such caring professionals on staff
at this campus to help us. This is a ’ Wellness Office in the Fieldhouse, is
well as at the Counseling Center in the
wonderful privilege.
“I could argue very strongly tori Commons, are always willing to assist
doing anything at all about student and support students with any number
drinking is not a responsibility of the o f problem s. Furthermore, peer
university. However, the reality is that educators are available on campus to
the university should do something,” educate groups on several different
kinds of social concerns..
stys Kinzie.
Alcohol destroys judgment, and
There are many resources available
on campus to help anyone with alcohol impaired judgment destroys lives.
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Gagers fail to finish off Ferris State
r
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open shots andshutdng down theguard
tandem of Hayes and Ty Miller.
Offensively, the Lakers dominated
In the rivalry between Ferris and the the low post as Scott Hunter, Nate
Grand Valley, there have been some Verbeelc, andScottUnderhill all scored
g reat gam es, b u t few could be in double figures, but the star o f the
compared to Monday night’s 84-82 game was Devin Stephenson.
loss to the Bulldogs.
Stephenson played his best game
The Lakers held a 14 point lead in a Laker uniform, scoring 20 points
with 9:10 to go in the second half, but and grabbing 14 rebounds and waking
Dannie Hayes found the shoo ting touch upa typically quiet crowd with putbeck
from outside down the stretch to boost dunks and soaring for rebounds out of
F a n s to a key win for a spot in the nowhere.
GLIAC conference playoffs.
“We had seen him on tape before,”
The loss makes this weekend’s commented Bulldog head coach Tom
games with Oakland on Thursday and Ludwig. “We knew what kind of
Hillsdale on Saturday vital to the Lakers athlete he was and he was very active
playoff survival.
offensively.”
The Lakers are 4-5 in conference
Stephenson is seeing extended
play, two and a half games behind playing time with the injuries to Kevin
Penis for the last playoff spot.
Kooiker and now Baker, who is out
“Oakland is a huge game for us with a dislocated toe.
now, if we have anyone left," Villeinure
The Lakers looked ready to put
said, referring to injuries to Kevin away the Bulldogs as the lead jumped
Kooiker last week and Jake Baker, fromsixathalftimeto 14with9:101eft
who left the game hue.
in the game when Hayes started to heat
Grand Valley dominated the game up.
for the first 30 minutes, getting the
Hayes hit six triples in the second

^ —

half to keep Ferris in the game and cut
into the lead.
“Until we hit the three's, we
weren’t really in the game,” Ludwig
said. We weren’t moving the ball
well.”
“I think we actuaUy extended our
zone too much. Then they could drop
the ball down to the free throw line and
broke down the zone,” Villemuresaid.
Another key to the L ak m downfall
at the end was defensive pressure on
thebalL
Ferris went to a fulkoUrt press
which caused five turnovers in the last
seven minutes of the game.
“W e had a couple of unforced
errors,” Villemuresaid. “Attimeswe
just threw it right to Ferris.”
“W e ju st threw everything at
them,” Ludwig said. “I really don’t
know how they didn’t win. They just
missed a couple of driving layups near
the end that would have broke our
backs if they would have fallen.”
“We played one of our best games
of the year until the end,” Villemure
said.

itephentonfly t over the Bulldogs to t
the ball in Mondays game against Ferris State.

Rioto by ErikHoDadiy

Lady Cagers gunning for playoff spot

c

by Ben Bailey
: Staff Writer
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The women’s basketball team
started the night with a steal by senior
Marie Thomas that resulted in a basket
by sophomore Sarah Jasman. The
Lakers never looked back after that as
they led the entire game.
Four members ofjGrand Valley’s
starting lineup achieved double-digit
scoring in the 73-64 win against rival
Ferris State.
The game was a make-up game
from the postponed January 27 game.
It was the first time since the 1977-78
season that a game was postponed due
to inclimate weather.
Thomas led all scorers with 23
points. She scored 16 o f them in the
second half when sophomore Tiffany
Belden was forced to the bench with
foul trouble.
“W efelt we could go inside against
Ferris,” said coach Pat Baker Grzyb
whose team is now 4-5 in the Great
Lakes In terco lleg iate A thletic
Conference and 9-8 overall.

Track
a

Jasman lakes a turn aroundjunpshot against
Ferris State Monday night.
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“Thomas has been working on her
up and under move and is turning in
better performances. She is giving the
best effort in practices as she has in
four years. She wants the playoffs.
She wants respect in the conference.
She knows how many games she has
left”
Even though Belden spent some
time on the bench in the second half,
she still scored 20 points. Jasman
scored 14 and freshman Kellie
Swierbut scored 11.
The only other starter is junior
Mary Munsell. She only scored four
points but had four assists. Baker
Grzyb said that she showed a lot of
determination by just making it out on
the floor for the game.
“She sprained her ankle in practice
the day before the game,” said Baker
Grzyb. “She set her alarm every three
hours so she could get up and put ice on
it. She wanted to play in this game.”
Another player is working on
getting into the game after an injury.
That player is freshman Colleen Hipp.
She went down with an ankle sprain on

teamin synch
|| Ahead
The Week

putcompetidon as well as setting a PO
(season best performance) in her triple
jump.
This year’s Grand Valley track
On the men’s side Tony Armor
| team could be characterized by that won both the 50m hurdles, and the
great Police tune “Synchronicity."
longjump competitions. JohnLiparoto
In a sport where steps are precisely and Brian Headly also aided the effort
counted, and strides meticulously by turning in strong performances.
analyzed, synchronicity is the pinnacle
Overall the Lakers proved to be a
each athlete strives for.
very self motivated team by attaining
The Lakers were striding in 26 POs in a meet where the competition
harm ony, w hile A quinas and was clearly strides behind.
Southwestern left singing the blues
Coach Pete Rowe was very pleased
after last Wednesday’s tri-meet.
with the performance, commenting,
Leading the Lady Laker triumph “The athletes are really starting to gel,
were co-captains Kandi Kent and Kelly they are coming together as a team vs.
Beschoner. Kent won all three events a group of individuals.”
she entered while Beschoner was
The Lakers will run into their
victorious in the 600m, and came in a toughest competition when they travel
close second to teammate Amber to East Lansing for the MSU relays on
Johnson in foe hurdles.
February 5. Then on February 11 Grand
Their leadership has inspired a Valley will play hostto 14 other schools
promising crop o f freshmen including including league powerhouses FSU
high jumper Jennifer Collins and and SVSU in the Grand Valley
Kristie Dodge. Dodge won foe shot InvitationaL

(il.IAC Conference Stiindinus
Oakland
Wayne State
Saginaw Valley
Northern Mich.
Ferris Stale
Lake Superior
Grand Valley
Hillsdale
North wood
^Michigan Tech

January20againstLakeSuperior. She
may be back for the Lakers next game
on February 3 against Oakland.
Oakland is undefeated in the
GLIAC at 10-0. They are currently
ranked in the latest NCAA II poll at
number 11.
Baker Grzyb realizes that Oakland
has ahighscoringoffense and is hoping
to limit their scoring to somewhere in
foe 70s.
“We will need to play the best
defense we played all season against
Oakland,” Baker Grzyb said.
The Laker defense will have to
slow Oakland down on transition if
they want to win according to Baker
Grzyb.
Although the Lakers do not have
as good o f a record as the Pioneers of
Oakland, they still play tough at home.
Grand Valley has won four games in a
row at home.
A fter the O akland game on
Thursday, the Lakers have yet another
gameat home on Saturday February 5,
against Hillsdale. Hillsdale is currently
ninth in the conference at 3-8.

GLIAC
WL
7 3
7 4
6 4
6 5
6 4
5 5
4 5
4 7
3 6
3 8

Overall
WL
14 3
13 4
108
1110
89
810
710
711
78
811

M en’s Basketball: The Lakers host
Oakland University Thursday night
at 7:45 pjn. and Hillsdale visits to
renew a physical rivalry Saturday at
3:00 p.m.
Women’s basketball: The Lady
Lakers host first place Oakland
Thursday evening at 5:45 p.m. and
Hillsdale makes the stop in Allendale
on Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
Track: The Lakers' indoor track
team hits the road for the Michigan
State Invitational Saturday. First
race is at 10:00 a.m.
Swimming and Diving: The Lakers
travel to Big Rapids to battle rival
Ferris State for bragging rights in the
tank. First race is Saturday at 6:00
pjn.
Hockey: The Laker leers face off
with Fort Wayne for a pair of games
Friday and Saturday. Face off is at
11KX) both nights at Belknap Arena.
M en’s Volleyball: Rival Ferris State
drops in for a match with the Lakers
Friday night at 7:00 p jn .
ATTENTION Sport Club Officers:
If your team has a schedule of events
to be posted in the week ahead, send
it to the Lan thorn, in care of the
sports section.
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PENALTY

pleasantly surprised to discover that it
was Nostalgia night
Evesythingbut the beerwas cheap,
as food prices were rolled back to
those of th e ‘40sl The two teams were
dressed in the old sweaters o f the
original six teams, and Mikita showed
uptoceremoniouslydropthefintpuck.
If you can only visit Chicago
Stadium for three minutes, viait during
the National Anthem. The pipe organ
brings out the true qpiritoftheNational
Anthem unlike the soft, passiveversion
at the Super BowL
The fans take a great deal of pride
in going crazy during the anthem. Some
say it’s disrespectful, but if you saw
the flags waving in die stands and the
Since becoming an avid fan of way everybody sang out loud, you
hockey, I’ve wanted to visit one arena wouldn't think so.
to watch a hockey game: Chicago
I f you have any A m erican
Stadium.
patriotism, your pride would swell
Not only ii it the home o f the like Greg Smyth'seye after Bob Probert
dirtieat, two-faced basketball team in best the stupidity outof him in the first
the world and bostto the dirtiest hockey period.
team in the worid, it is also host to the
The seats definitely could have
greatest celebration o f the National been better. The overhang from the
Anthem.
second level cut our view off at the top
The atmosphere for the game o f the glass, but we could ace all the
between the Blackhawks and the Red ice, so we weren’t complaining.
Wings is felt anywhere in this historic
I guess that’s why the United
building, where greats such as Stan Center is going up across the street
Mikita and Bobby Hulloncebuilttheir
The folks we talked to say that the
legends.
neW stadium is going to be the best in
Upon entering the Stadium, we, the country. O f course, they also say
myself and sport section cohorts Mike that "this is the year o f the Cubs" every
Arney and A lan B abbitt, w ere year,butlwouldn’tdoubtthem on this

Women's (iLIAC Sian dint’s
Oakland
Michigan Tech
Lake Superior
Ferris State
Northern Mich.
G rand Valley
Saginaw Valley
Wayne State
Hillsdale
Northwood

GLIAC
W L
10 0
9 2
7 3
5 5
5 6
4 5
4 6
4 7
3 8
0 9

Overall
W L
15 2
14 3
13 4
13 5
10 6
9 8
11 6
9 10
8 10
3 14

ATTENTION A L L 18 44
YEAR OLD CIGERETTE
SMOKERS
. V national m arketing research firm is
c in d u ctin g a very important m arketing
s ;arch study and needs your opin ions. If
yc u are interested in participating, please
i a l l 9 5 4 -7 4 6 0 . A ll qu alified m en and
ceiv e a cash in cen tive for
and insight.

There w o e actually quite a few
faiu wearing Wingsjwaeys. Two nuts
in the next section went to far as to
paint their facet.
Some o f our friends feared for our
live*, walking into Chicago wearing
Red Wings jeraeys. Blackhawk fans
are rumored to be as dirty u their
hockey team.
Some Detroitfans didn't wear any
thing to show their support As a
matter o f fact, I even had one guy walk
up to me and whisper, “Go Wings!” as
if it were treasonous to say so.
I wouldn’t care to teat the theory
that Chicago fana are good sports
during the playoffs, but we found this
rumor to be not only unfounded but
completely oppositeofour experience.
After Ray Sheppard’s goal in
overtime that gave the Wings the 4-3
victory, Chicago fans in our section
not only kept their bottles outof the sir,
but actually shook hands at the end of
the contest!
And the hockey game?
Anyone who was watching on TV
can tell you that this w asoneof the beat
games this season.
The game wae up and down the
ice, there were some great hits, and
dirty play wae kept at a minimum.
Good, clean, hard-hitting hotkey, the

Tim Cheveldae, a J u . “SrveTdae
played a great game despite giving up
three goal*. - It seems that Bob
Wojemwski’spleaffltheDefroirAfavj
to trade him and the fact that he has no
confidence went unnoticed.
Overall, this was the beat hockey
gsmel'veever seen in person. Granted,
only been
1I’ve
ve onry
oeen to
10 two others,
outers, but
out I

IM Basketball Scores
Ja n u ary 25
M coli
White Trash 59, OPALAKAS18
Caution: Flammable 45, Fubar the
Original 28
12 fl. oz. 51, Bus Drivers 45
Big Ten 49, TKE Red Guns 35
Run’n’Gun 38, Too White for Flight
37

CANCUN
March 4

-

Present your class "needs
list" when making your
purchase!

E O R A L L Y O U R P H O T O S U P P L IE S

1533 Wealthy
51 Monroe Mall
3150 Plainfield
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville
2035 28th SL SE ( Grand Central Plaza)

SPRING

11, 1994

Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of Spring Break
at the MOST POPULAR RESORT DESTINATION
...choice of 5 Beachfront hotels!
INCLUDES:
• Roundtrlp air from Detroit (Fri. evening departun/retum) • 7 Nights hotel
• Transfers between Cancun Airport A hotel • Tour rep services In Cancan

Club Las Perlas

Calinda Beach

194-room hotel on beach, minutes
from downtown with 2 small pools,
1 pool bar, plus two restaurants.

470-room hotel with a large beach,
watersports facility, pool, 2 bars/
restaurants, and close to nightclubs.

Triple

♦ 559

Quad *519

Casa Maya
327 rooms featuring 1-BR Oceanview
Suites with living room, refrigerator,
cable TV, 2 pools, watersports
facility, 3 bars & 3 restaurants.

*729
Quad *679

Triple

Triple

*639

Quad *599

.•M w sJfff&ia ?.

965 room mega-resort on huge
beach with 3 giant pools, tennis
courts, 4 bars, 5 restaurants, and
entertainment night & day.

Triple

*699

Quad *629

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Deluxe Beachfront

SEE

available for
''photo class students'

A tte n tio n T h u rs d a y n ig h t IM
b n sk e tb all te a m s: T he games
cancelled on January 27 will be made
up at the end o f the season.

B reak

P ric *t aw per person and In USS, plua
435 lor dopertun taxes and airport fees
Charter Pertlclpant Agreement required.

DISCOUNTS

Co-rec
In the Paint 60, Village People 57
GVFU 56, Pot Heads 24

Ja n u ary 24
Men's
The Pap Smears 44, Bricklayers 32
Chicks Dig Us 46, Apathetic Mob 38
Cagera 32. Nasty Dogs 29
GVFU 63, String Music 47

S p r in g

Delta Sig Stammers 43, X-Cons 23
January 31
M o lt
Buttheads 67, Lonely Knights 58
Lemmings 49, ACE Tomato Co. 31
Smegmagicians48, Sexual Satisfaction
42
Funkadelks 53, Beat Kept Secret 30
Women’s
Utter Chaos 29 Hell's Angels 28

Co-rec
Flaming Balls 41, Snapperheads 28
Geukes 59, Pimps and Hoes 25

SPRING BREAK
*
I

t
f

Cancun Palace Hotel

LOW p ric e s & C O N V E N IE N T lo c a tio n s

d o d 'tth in k l could have spent $4150
better on anything in the world.
If you are a hockey fan and have
never been to Chicago Stadium, get
there before if* too late.
The Stadium is one of the moat
exciting places to watch ahockey game.
There's only so many games left before
they move next door. And the pipe
organ rant
isn't going, either.

T n o i l C h a r te r

IANAMA CIIV EEACti
FLORKA
• High quality beacMrepI accommodations for 7 exciting njj|hts.
• Round trip chartwed'motor coach.
• Free pool deck parties, activities, &
promotions.
• Inter-Campus Programs I.D./Discount
card.

|

7 jr

»0n-location staff for complete
assistance.

IX

XL
|

JL

• All faxes, tips, & service charges

I NTERNATIONAL

«

included

|
^

YOURTRAVEL AGENT!
t | y129 1*219
For information and reservations

f

Howard
Stern
exposes
all
with
his
Private
Farts
c

m

by M ikaA raej
Staff Writer

3

17

“HowardStem is a cultural m inor
of what u good a n d fW m American
media,’’ta y t Reverend A1 Shwpton in
Stem’s autobiography Private Parts.
"If Howard Stem didn’t exist, white
traih would not have a superstar.”
Ah yes. Howard Stem. Radio
God. The aelf-proclaimed “King o f all
Media.” His recent Pay>Pcr-View
special, which was the highest-grossing
special ever, added to his aura. And
this book takes some more giant steps
towards i t
I w u lucky enough to listen to his
show this summer on an AM station
£nm Chicago (they have since dropped
the show). For a good copy, tune in to

those two radio zeros on WLAV, Mel small handful of white kids in the New
and Prank.
York City suburb of Roosevelt
Anyway, this book is Stem ’s
Robin Quivers, who has been with
autobiography, covering everything Stem as his newsperson since they
from describing his childhood in w o e working in Washington D.C.,
amazing detail tohis opinions on Jerry realized that absolutely nothing was
Seinfeld, Germany (Stem i t Jewish
and still holds a major grudge), Tom
"H ow ard Stern is a
and Roseanne Arnold, the late, great
cultural mirror o f what is
Sam Kinison, Jessica Hahn, Cindy
good
and bad in American
Crawford, Rodney King...and far too
media. If he didn't exist,
many more to mention.
There are twochapterson lesbians,
white trash would not have
which happens to be his favorite
a superstar."
subject There is one hilarious chapter
on his sex life, Fsrtman, his parents,
different radio stations where he’s been sacred when S tan chided her on the air
(including Detroit’s own WWWW, aboutgaining some weight She knew,
before they became country), and a as described by h a in/V/vtSe/’ortr, that
chapter on growing ig) as one of a very Stem doesn’t earn who he pissed off.

Cinematech film series: O rlando
A Sally Potter film, Orlando
is based on Virginia W oolf sclassic
biographic novel o f the tame name.
T he sto ry begins in the
Elizabethan age. Oriandoisayoung
nobleman born to wealth and
position. A favorite in the court of
Queen Elizabeth, she promises him
in a moment o f tenderness that he
shall never grow old.
So begins his adventure, which
shall stretch over continents and
last over centuries. He has a
multitude o f adventures; be falls in
love with a Russian princess, he

becomes an ambassador and hobnobs
with great literary figures.
Then, Orlando falls into a deep
trance which lasts for seven days.
When he awakes he has become a
womaa
Undaunted, though surprised at
the limitations society now places on
her, Orlando moves right on into the
Victorian Age. She marries, she has
a child. In the present day she finally
publishes a poem which she has been
writing for centuries.
Orlando, one o f Cinematech’s
features this week, is worth a see. .

C.

-by Lari M . Ghrmtaan ■
Staff Wrier

*A DAZZLED! SODOM DO WE O R FILMS
SO BRIGHT
AND SO COMIC.'
-D * Cm bfkia, C88-TV
m

“STOCKARD (MANNING'S DRY, COMIC PERFORMANCE
IS OSCAR CALIBRE BRILLIANT.”
-S o u Gnafv, CUN a AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS

“GREAT FUN...
with Stockard Charming as its hilariously brittle heroine.
Donald Sutherland is a great comic asset”
-Jim * H u ll, THE NEWYORK TIMES

“SHARPLY HILARIOUS AND POIGNANT.”
k i

The hate mail is great but most of
it I can’t quote. One o f the letters is

End, taiRemains o f the Day.

"7

Every time I saw an advertisement
on TV for In the Name o f the Father
and heard U2 wailing “In the Name of
Love” in the background, I couldn’t
wait to see this movie.
Before I saw it, I knew that this
would be a great film for a couple
reasons. The first and most important
was D aniel D ay-L ew is. H e ’s
brilliant—that's all th o e is to say. The
second was Emma Thompson, who
has excelled in such ElmtuHoward’s

AD VAN CE
SCREENING

-Ju

this is America. We speak English
here."

addressed like this: “Dear Howard
“the honky cracker kike” Stem.” This
one had me howling. It went on to say:
“You’re ju st pissed o ff because the
brothers used to kick your ass when
you livedin Roosevelt Couldn’tyour
kike father teach you how to fight, you
honky faggot I’m sorry I forgot, k i e s
can’t fig h t” I think people need to
lighten up.
The bottom line is this: ify o u ’ve
experienced hearing his radio show or
seen his television show and hate him,
this will just reinforce your beliefs. If
you’re curious because you’ve just
seen him on Letterman, Donahue, or
the Jon Stewart Show and you have
$23.00 on fire in you pockets, pick it
up. Love it or hate it, you won’t be
disappointed.

England, the IRA and injustice

SPECIAL

n

Everyone is fair game.
Some of his opinions are sure to
piss people off. Hey, you can’t make
everybody happy all at once. His
immigration policy is great Toquote,
“Wherever I’m bom, I stay, that’s my
rule o f thumb. I don’t try to go
anywhere else. I’m happy where I am.
The problem is, nobody else feels the
same...
“We’re bankrupt because it costs a
fo rtu n e to assim ilate all these
immigrants. W e’re spending a fortune
on social programs... They have to be
put on welfare. And we have to hire
specialbilingual teachers... Excuseme,

LaifSeld, IRE MOVIE HWOTE

The p lo t bated on a true story,
centers on Genry Conlon (played by
Day-Lewis), a rebellious young adult
living in Ireland in 1974. G a ry gets
into trouble with the Irish government
for his petty thievery, and his father
G uiseppe
(played by-' P ete
Postlethwaite) sends him to London
where G ary ’s aunt lives.
In London, G ary finds himself
surrounded by friends caught up in a
“free love” mentality. They have no
jobs, no money, and no worries—that
is, until they are blamed for an IRA
bombing of a London pub that kills
five people.
G ory and three o f his friends are
arrested and tormented by the London
police until they are forced to sign
confession statements. G uiseppe
comes to his sister-in-law’s house in
London so that he can help his son.
Guiseppe, his sister-in-law, and h a
family are all assumed to be involved
in the bombing—Guiseppe allegedly
brought the explosive materials from
Ireland, and the others were assumed
to have assembled the bombs in their
home.
At the trial, the police deny the
defendants’ accusations of brutality.
The Crown finds all those arrested
guilty, and all are given prison
sentences of voying lengths o f time.
Geny and Guiseppe end up sharing a
cell in one of the London prisons.
Five years later, defense attorney
Gareth Pierce, played by Thompson,
reads the Conloru’case and decides to
take it on. For sev aal years, she
researches and fights for a new trial.
Fifteen yean a fta they were initially
sent to prison, those wrongly accused

are given another trial, w here
T hom pson gives an electric
performance.
Overall, In theName o f the Father
is sensational. Viewers areshown some
of the aspects of the English judicial
system. The judge and many of the
lawyers and other high officials
attending the trial wearpowdaed wigs,
reminding us of the eighteenth-century
style. I also think it very interesting
that all of the defendants are tried at the
same time. Alter they are determined
to be guilty, the judge calls for each of
them to stand, and he delivas each's
sentence.
The relationship between Geny
and Guiseppe changes dramatically
during the course of the movie. At
first, G eny cares very little for his
father’s values and teachings. He is
disrespectful and rude. Later, we see
Day-Lewis’ exceptional ability as
G eny cries in his fa th a ’s arms when
they are togetha in prison. Their scenes
together become increasingly touching
as time goes on.
Theonly thing at all negariveabout
the film is that I would have liked to
see more o f Emma Thompson. She
portrays Mrs. Pierce brilliantly, but
she is in a limited number of scenes.
If you missed the last showing of
Wayne’s World 2, and you’re dying to
find anotha movie to see instead, don’t
go to this one. But if you would like an
intellectually-powerfol film that makes
you want to stand up and fight. In the
Name o fthe Father is the one for you.
Correction: Last week's review of

Schindler’s List should have read
Krakow, Poland, not Germany.

“IT’S HIGH COMEDY THAT BRISTLES WITH WIT AND STYLE.” I
•Jut Kroa, NEWSWEEK

Sto c k a r d C m a n n in g

W ill Sm it h

D o n a ld S uth er land

Lincoln Country Club
3485 Lake Michigan Dr. NW
ph. 453-5348

SH U T T L E
FREE RIDE

on D add's M agic Bus
To & From G V S U Cam pus
ONLY ONLY
Mgilg'

m

MUOOIWKVtiSMDf DOM
lDSifTIBUM
liB B
MQNiOl.lMIUBlB-JfHr&Mli
j ^ T g P K ’WPBiaaiiyDaRa JKIMMB■HONEY-STJOfSlllf

E W L uoitiw
"H«—
Hsam
^MoiMiMi-imsam
•m m
— ■»«—

TUESDAY ONLY

ONLY

BUS DEPARTS FROM KLEINER COMMONS:
8:00
9:30
11:00
8:45
10:15
11:45_____________
8:30 - 9:30 25^ drafts, 50$ shots & pop
9:30 - 10
50$ drafts, 75$ shots & pop
10 * close 75$ drafts, $1.25 shots & pop

• $1 Schnapps ALL NITE!
• 75t Pizza Slices 'til 11:30

k fM n J M M I
Staff Writer
“O f all thing! in life, suffering it
the one tiling that mutt be present in
order to make the times o f happiness
hippy. That's part of the deaL”
So went the ending quote in the
newly released dnmsShadowlands.
Shadowlands, simply put, is a true
story about life. Ittttempta to explain,
if we do indeed have a loving Creator,
why we are meant to suffer so much.
The lead character in the film,
legendary English writer C S. Lewis,
explains this by aaking “Without
suffering, would we appreciate the
good in life as much?”
Lewis, as portrayed by Anthony
Hopkins, lives through the death of his
mother who died when he was just a
child. After experiencing trigedyonce,
he builds a wall around himself to no
one can hurt him. He lives a content
life as a professor at Oxford where he
is the authority in hit field, whom no
one can prove wrong. His own logic
about life sustains hjs existence.
B uthislogicuput to the test when
he falls deeply in love with an American
poet named Joy Gresham, played by
Debra Winger. Lewis doesn’t realize
that he is in love with her, though, until
after she it diagnosed with cancer.
Alas, tragedy generates true love. His

logic is proven correct.
But the more time that they spend
together, the more deeply they fell in
k>ve.AsJpy’iconditionbeeomesmate
serious, Lewis is forced to come to
grips with his own impossible logic.
And it rips him apart 4 :
Lewis reachesapoint in the movie
where he even questionable goodness
ofGod.“lhavenodoubtthatweareall

"Of all things is life,
su fferin g is the one
th in gs th at m ust be
present in order to make
the times o f happiness
happy. That's part of
the deal."
rats in an experiment beyond our
understanding andforourownbeuefit,
but that would still make God the
vivisectionist, wouldn’t it?”
Shadowlands is an excellent tale
of
all
th a t
it
hum anly
incomprehensible. It shows us the
very depressing truth that our very
humanity precludes any true happiness.
Shadowlands is extraordinarily
good, but if you go to see it, don’twalk
out after the first fourty-five minutes.
Thebeginning is extremely slow, even
for adnuna. But after the tear-jerking
r a n

end you’ll have forgotten completely
about the beginning.
The amazing perform ance o f
Anthony Hopkins is worth the price of
admission alone. Eventhough he plays
a rather somber character, the brief,
straight-faced, semi-serious one- liners
Hopkins is known for are still present
throughout Shadowlands.
A nd as for D ebra W inger’s
performance, well, her Bronx accent
could use tome work.
But go see it. With s box of Puffs
and a shoulder to cry on.
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Feb. 4 & i Orlando. Presented as part of the Cinematech film
series. Basedon VirginiaW oolf s wildly eccentric novel about a person
who never grows old and who changes genders as the centuries go by.
7p.m., Mainsail, Kiikhof Center.
Feb.4 The L unchbreak SeriespresentsThe Atlantis Ensemble,
fortepiano, cello, and violin. 12 noon, free, at the Cook-DeWitt Center.
F eb.5 Holy Terror A Tk* Black Banana. A Cinematech double
feature. Same time, same place as Orlando.
Feb. S The L unchbreak Series presenU The G ran d Rapids
Symphony O rchestra. 12 noon, free, at the Louis Armstrong Theatre,
Caldcr Fine Arts Center.
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th ru Feb. 25 T he Uncommon Clay exhibit continues at the Calder
Gallery.
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Jobs & M oney

E a rn $ 5 0 0 o r m o re w e e k ly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: C ountry Living
Shoppers, D ept. R38, PO Box
1 7 7 9 , D en h a m S p rin g s , LA
70727._______________________

Home S upporfA ides: Part-tim e
p o sitio n s h elp in g fa m ilie s to
im p lem en t b eh av io r trea tm e n t
C am pus sales rep needed. Joe
p la n s
fo r
c h ild r e n
w ith
d e v e lo p m e n ta l d is a b ili tie s . C ollege, Inc. seeks m otivated,
H ours are flexible: after school . re sp o n sib le in d iv id u al to se ll
and/or w eekends. You m ust be p o p u la r c o lle g e a p p a r e l on
dependable, have a valid driver's cam pus. 1-800-251-8218.
license, and own personal vehicle.
Relevant training and experience
w ith b e h a v io r m a n a g e m e n t
techniques is preferred. T raining
F e m a le
ro o m m a te
needed
and supervision provided. For
m ore in fo rm atio n , p le a se c a ll " im m ediately to share 3-bedroom ,
fu rn is h e d a p a r tm e n t in NW
L o u is e at A L L E N H E A L T H
G ra n d R a p id s h o m e .
O n ly
CARE a t 956-7844 o r 1-800-948$133.34/m onth plus l/3 u tilitie s.
Q727.
y '
Own room, call 458-9018._____

H ousing

JULIE

ALBERT

NOLTE BROOKS KAVNER
n ic k

I’LL DO
ANYTHING

GREEKS & CLU BS

EARN

$50

-

$250

FO R Y O U RSELF
plus up to $500 for vour club!
This fundraiser costs nothing
and lasts one week. Call now
and receive a free gift.
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
S um m er M an ag em en t P ositions

.fMfflSIs,

JEGKESff

“ASTONISHINGLY
ACCOMPLISHED
PERFORMANCE BY
WILL SMITH.”
*••*•*. NEWTOR* POST

run

aem /w er

Tasp, International looking for
students for summer management
p o sitio n s.
No ex p erien ce
necessary. Average earnings of
$8,000.
T e rrito rie s open
throughout M ichigan: Grand
Rapids, St. Joe, Battle Creek,
Niles. For more information, call
Kevin at 1-800-543-3792.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn S200Q+
monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime. World travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour
guides, gift shop sales, deck
hands, casino workers, etc. No
experience necessary. CALL
602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
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Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/rao.
teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan, Taiwan &
S. K orea. Many em ployers
provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching background
or Asian languages required! For
info, call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5623.______________________
Dear Sexual Chocolate,
I love you. 1 want you. See
you on Valentine's Day.
From,
Hungry Alice

Room mate wanted: M ale to share
2 -bedroom ap a rtm en t. $ 1 6 5 /
month + electricity. Call 8925719, ask for Jim .
Needed im m ediately! 3-4 people
to take over lease in Grand V alley
A partm ents. Lease ends May 16,
1994. 892-5490._____________
To: Rebecca, From: Mike
Can't w ait to com pare tatoos on
V alentine's Day. Be gentle.

For Sale
BY OWNER: Remodeled 1 1/2
story farm house on spacious 1.3
acre lot. 3, possibly 4 bedrooms,
large master bedroom, light oak
kitchen with seperate dinnette, 1
3/4 baths, p artially finished
basement, new 2 1/2 stall garage
and barn.
P o ssib le rental
property. Great area, must sell.
Price reduced to $73,900. Call
669-8784.____________________
Pioneer 3-way, 150 watt speakers,
16-inch woofer. Incredible buy:
a couple of months new. $250
negotiable. 895-9115, Jon.

Misc.

T ravel
SPRIN G BREAK 94: C ancun,
Baham as, Jam aica, South Padre,
F lorida at the guaranteed low est
prices. From the #1 spring break
com pany. Call H elen now, 8571775.
Prom ote our SPRING BREAK
packages w ith our p osters and
flyers, or sign up now for spring
break room s. D aytona, Panam a,
Padre, Cancun, etc. $129 up. Call
CMI 1-800-423-5264.
SPRING BREAK 94: C ancun,
B aham as, Jam aica, F lo rid a &
P a d re !
110% lo w e s t p ric e
guarantee! O rganize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE! Take A
Break Student Travel, (800)3287283._________________________

DISCOUNT SPRING BREAK
PACKAGE: America's #1 Spring
Break Destination. PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FLORIDA:from
$129 per perso n .
5 FREE
PA RTIES
WITH
FREE
BEVERAGES. Your choice of
premiere properties: Holiday Inn,
Best Western Casa Loma, Ramada
Inn, Days Inn, Hampton Inn, Pier
99, Summit Condos and Miracle
Mile Barefoot Inn. Campus
representatives needed or book
direct. Travel Associates: 1800-558-3002.__________
Jen, Be mine on Valentine's
Day and I won't even play Sega.
Maybe. Love, Darrell

Personals
Dear Santa, I could really use
that cigarette - see you soon?
Your little elf.
Hey Ronaldo! This only cost
me $2.50, just like last year's
Valentine's Day cost you. Not
this year. Ann.
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QiatuL Valley l
Typist: Work done out of my
home. State of the art equipment.
Call Pat at 531-0914.__________
How do you build sp iritu a l
stamina? You can do spiritual
ex ercises, ju st like you do
physical exercises. For a recorded
message on a spiritual exercise of
ECKANKAR, religion of the
Light and Sound of God, call 4565899. ____________________ _

coffee ltou4e
J o in us on S u n d a y s fro m
7-11 pm a n d W e d n e s d a y s
fro m 6-11 pm in
d o w n s t a ir s K irk h o f.
If you a r e in terested in
perform ing m usically,
artistically or in 6om e other
w ay. c a ll S O V C (8 9 5 -2 3 6 3 )
for m ore info. And as
alw ays, fy>iee. G o ^ e e !!
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t-TOLD Y-YOU WE SHOULD HAVE PlCXEDCRAfJO VALLEY APARTMENTS!

We’re right on the edge of campus.
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The alternative you deserve.
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GRAND VALLEY
APARTMENTS
PHONE: 895-6351
VALUE
Styled fo r Spacious Living
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♦M odern appliances: dishwasher, range.
refrigerator, garbage disposal
♦Laundry facilities in each building
♦Sound-conditioned construction for privacy
♦Tw o large walk-in closets in each bedroom
♦Large bath with seperate vanity/double sink
♦Pre-wlred for cable TV
♦ Seif-controlled heat and air conditioning
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5-acre Picturesque W o o d ed S ettin g
2-Story W alk-O ut T ow nhou ses W ith Patio
1 1 0 0 -1 4 0 0 Square Feet
W ith in 5 M inutes o f C am pus
W ashers/Dryers In E ach U n it
B EA C H VOLLEYBALL C O U R T
$ 1 6 5 -$ 175 per M o n th
(B ased O n O ccu p an cy O f 4 )

W e ’ll h e lp y o u f i n d
B 01TW 000
APARTMENTS

PEPPIN0S
PIZZA

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE

Early f 4 A vailable!
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CALL TODAY TO RESERVE
A TOWNHOUSE
FOR YOU!!

Past Years H ave
B een Filled by Feb. 15!
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